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Objectives:
The goals of this session are: (1) to develop a structured approach to planning and
implementing organizational change; (2) to test our thinking about managing change, using a
change management simulation; and (3) to take away lessons on managing and leading
change that apply to your situation.
Readings:
•
•
•
•

Kotter, J.P. Leading Change: Why Transformation Efforts Fail. HBR Reprint 95204. (skim)
Change Theory: Change Management Best Practice in a Concise Primer (outlines the model
to use in the simulation)
Player’s Guide: GlobalTech (case study and tactics for the ExperienceChange simulation)
Stakeholder Interviews (to be used during the simulation)

Suggestions for Preparation:
1.

Think about some key challenges you have observed in leading change. Based on
your experience, what are the biggest obstacles to effective change?

2.

What strategies work best when implementing change? What are some key steps or
approaches that lead to successful change?

3.

Review the change framework in the Change Theory primer, and consider how the
framework can be applied to the simulation and in your role. Also review the
interviews and make a list of the problems / challenges facing GlobalTech.

Leaders who successfully transform businesses do eight things right
(and they do them in the right order).

BEST OF HBR

Leading Change
Why Transformation Efforts Fail
by John P. Kotter
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Editor’s Note: Guiding change may be the ultimate test of a leader—no business survives over
the long term if it can’t reinvent itself. But,
human nature being what it is, fundamental
change is often resisted mightily by the people it
most affects: those in the trenches of the business. Thus, leading change is both absolutely essential and incredibly difﬁcult.
Perhaps nobody understands the anatomy
of organizational change better than retired
Harvard Business School professor John P.
Kotter. This article, originally published in the
spring of 1995, previewed Kotter’s 1996 book
Leading Change . It outlines eight critical success factors—from establishing a sense of extraordinary urgency, to creating short-term
wins, to changing the culture (“the way we do
things around here”). It will feel familiar when
you read it, in part because Kotter’s vocabulary
has entered the lexicon and in part because it
contains the kind of home truths that we recognize, immediately, as if we’d always known
them. A decade later, his work on leading
change remains deﬁnitive.
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Over the past decade, I have watched more
than 100 companies try to remake themselves
into signiﬁcantly better competitors. They
have included large organizations (Ford) and
small ones (Landmark Communications),
companies based in the United States (General Motors) and elsewhere (British Airways),
corporations that were on their knees (Eastern
Airlines), and companies that were earning
good money (Bristol-Myers Squibb). These efforts have gone under many banners: total
quality management, reengineering, rightsizing, restructuring, cultural change, and turnaround. But, in almost every case, the basic
goal has been the same: to make fundamental
changes in how business is conducted in order
to help cope with a new, more challenging
market environment.
A few of these corporate change efforts have
been very successful. A few have been utter
failures. Most fall somewhere in between, with
a distinct tilt toward the lower end of the scale.
The lessons that can be drawn are interesting
and will probably be relevant to even more or-
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ganizations in the increasingly competitive
business environment of the coming decade.
The most general lesson to be learned from
the more successful cases is that the change
process goes through a series of phases that, in
total, usually require a considerable length of
time. Skipping steps creates only the illusion of
speed and never produces a satisfying result. A
second very general lesson is that critical mistakes in any of the phases can have a devastating impact, slowing momentum and negating
hard-won gains. Perhaps because we have relatively little experience in renewing organizations, even very capable people often make at
least one big error.

Error 1: Not Establishing a Great
Enough Sense of Urgency

Now retired, John P. Kotter was the
Konosuke Matsushita Professor of
Leadership at Harvard Business School
in Boston.
harvard business review • january 2007

Most successful change efforts begin when
some individuals or some groups start to look
hard at a company’s competitive situation,
market position, technological trends, and ﬁnancial performance. They focus on the potential revenue drop when an important
patent expires, the ﬁve-year trend in declining
margins in a core business, or an emerging
market that everyone seems to be ignoring.
They then ﬁnd ways to communicate this information broadly and dramatically, especially
with respect to crises, potential crises, or great
opportunities that are very timely. This ﬁrst
step is essential because just getting a transformation program started requires the aggressive cooperation of many individuals. Without
motivation, people won’t help, and the effort
goes nowhere.
Compared with other steps in the change
process, phase one can sound easy. It is not.
Well over 50% of the companies I have
watched fail in this ﬁrst phase. What are the
reasons for that failure? Sometimes executives
underestimate how hard it can be to drive people out of their comfort zones. Sometimes they
grossly overestimate how successful they have
already been in increasing urgency. Sometimes
they lack patience: “Enough with the preliminaries; let’s get on with it.” In many cases, executives become paralyzed by the downside possibilities. They worry that employees with
seniority will become defensive, that morale
will drop, that events will spin out of control,
that short-term business results will be jeopardized, that the stock will sink, and that they
will be blamed for creating a crisis.

A paralyzed senior management often comes
from having too many managers and not
enough leaders. Management’s mandate is to
minimize risk and to keep the current system
operating. Change, by deﬁnition, requires creating a new system, which in turn always demands leadership. Phase one in a renewal
process typically goes nowhere until enough
real leaders are promoted or hired into seniorlevel jobs.
Transformations often begin, and begin
well, when an organization has a new head
who is a good leader and who sees the need for
a major change. If the renewal target is the entire company, the CEO is key. If change is
needed in a division, the division general manager is key. When these individuals are not new
leaders, great leaders, or change champions,
phase one can be a huge challenge.
Bad business results are both a blessing and
a curse in the ﬁrst phase. On the positive side,
losing money does catch people’s attention.
But it also gives less maneuvering room. With
good business results, the opposite is true: Convincing people of the need for change is much
harder, but you have more resources to help
make changes.
But whether the starting point is good performance or bad, in the more successful cases I
have witnessed, an individual or a group always facilitates a frank discussion of potentially unpleasant facts about new competition,
shrinking margins, decreasing market share,
ﬂat earnings, a lack of revenue growth, or
other relevant indices of a declining competitive position. Because there seems to be an almost universal human tendency to shoot the
bearer of bad news, especially if the head of
the organization is not a change champion, executives in these companies often rely on outsiders to bring unwanted information. Wall
Street analysts, customers, and consultants can
all be helpful in this regard. The purpose of all
this activity, in the words of one former CEO of
a large European company, is “to make the status quo seem more dangerous than launching
into the unknown.”
In a few of the most successful cases, a group
has manufactured a crisis. One CEO deliberately engineered the largest accounting loss in
the company’s history, creating huge pressures
from Wall Street in the process. One division
president commissioned ﬁrst-ever customer
satisfaction surveys, knowing full well that the
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results would be terrible. He then made these
ﬁndings public. On the surface, such moves can
look unduly risky. But there is also risk in playing it too safe: When the urgency rate is not
pumped up enough, the transformation process cannot succeed, and the long-term future
of the organization is put in jeopardy.
When is the urgency rate high enough?
From what I have seen, the answer is when
about 75% of a company’s management is honestly convinced that business as usual is totally
unacceptable. Anything less can produce very
serious problems later on in the process.

Error 2: Not Creating a Powerful
Enough Guiding Coalition
Major renewal programs often start with just
one or two people. In cases of successful trans-

formation efforts, the leadership coalition
grows and grows over time. But whenever
some minimum mass is not achieved early in
the effort, nothing much worthwhile happens.
It is often said that major change is impossible unless the head of the organization is an
active supporter. What I am talking about
goes far beyond that. In successful transformations, the chairman or president or division general manager, plus another ﬁve or
15 or 50 people, come together and develop
a shared commitment to excellent performance through renewal. In my experience,
this group never includes all of the company’s
most senior executives because some people
just won’t buy in, at least not at ﬁrst. But in
the most successful cases, the coalition is
always pretty powerful—in terms of titles,

EIGHT STEPS TO TRANSFORMING
YOUR ORGANIZATION

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
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Establishing a Sense of Urgency
• Examining market and competitive realities
• Identifying and discussing crises, potential crises, or major opportunities

Forming a Powerful Guiding Coalition
• Assembling a group with enough power to lead the change effort
• Encouraging the group to work together as a team

Creating a Vision
• Creating a vision to help direct the change effort
• Developing strategies for achieving that vision

Communicating the Vision
• Using every vehicle possible to communicate the new vision and strategies
• Teaching new behaviors by the example of the guiding coalition

Empowering Others to Act on the Vision
• Getting rid of obstacles to change
• Changing systems or structures that seriously undermine the vision
• Encouraging risk taking and nontraditional ideas, activities, and actions

Planning for and Creating Short-Term Wins
• Planning for visible performance improvements
• Creating those improvements
• Recognizing and rewarding employees involved in the improvements

Consolidating Improvements and Producing Still More Change
• Using increased credibility to change systems, structures, and policies that
don’t fit the vision
• Hiring, promoting, and developing employees who can implement the vision
• Reinvigorating the process with new projects, themes, and change agents

Institutionalizing New Approaches
• Articulating the connections between the new behaviors and corporate
success
• Developing the means to ensure leadership development and succession
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If you can’t communicate
the vision to someone in
five minutes or less and
get a reaction that
signifies both
understanding and
interest, you are not
done.

information and expertise, reputations, and
relationships.
In both small and large organizations, a successful guiding team may consist of only three
to ﬁve people during the ﬁrst year of a renewal
effort. But in big companies, the coalition
needs to grow to the 20 to 50 range before
much progress can be made in phase three and
beyond. Senior managers always form the
core of the group. But sometimes you ﬁnd
board members, a representative from a key
customer, or even a powerful union leader.
Because the guiding coalition includes members who are not part of senior management,
it tends to operate outside of the normal hierarchy by deﬁnition. This can be awkward, but
it is clearly necessary. If the existing hierarchy
were working well, there would be no need for
a major transformation. But since the current
system is not working, reform generally demands activity outside of formal boundaries,
expectations, and protocol.
A high sense of urgency within the managerial ranks helps enormously in putting a guiding coalition together. But more is usually required. Someone needs to get these people
together, help them develop a shared assessment of their company’s problems and opportunities, and create a minimum level of trust
and communication. Off-site retreats, for two
or three days, are one popular vehicle for accomplishing this task. I have seen many groups
of ﬁve to 35 executives attend a series of these
retreats over a period of months.
Companies that fail in phase two usually underestimate the difﬁculties of producing change
and thus the importance of a powerful guiding
coalition. Sometimes they have no history of
teamwork at the top and therefore undervalue
the importance of this type of coalition. Sometimes they expect the team to be led by a staff
executive from human resources, quality, or
strategic planning instead of a key line manager. No matter how capable or dedicated the
staff head, groups without strong line leadership never achieve the power that is required.
Efforts that don’t have a powerful enough
guiding coalition can make apparent progress
for a while. But, sooner or later, the opposition
gathers itself together and stops the change.

Error 3: Lacking a Vision
In every successful transformation effort that I
have seen, the guiding coalition develops a
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picture of the future that is relatively easy to
communicate and appeals to customers, stockholders, and employees. A vision always goes
beyond the numbers that are typically found
in ﬁve-year plans. A vision says something that
helps clarify the direction in which an organization needs to move. Sometimes the ﬁrst
draft comes mostly from a single individual. It
is usually a bit blurry, at least initially. But
after the coalition works at it for three or ﬁve
or even 12 months, something much better
emerges through their tough analytical thinking and a little dreaming. Eventually, a strategy for achieving that vision is also developed.
In one midsize European company, the ﬁrst
pass at a vision contained two-thirds of the
basic ideas that were in the ﬁnal product. The
concept of global reach was in the initial version from the beginning. So was the idea of becoming preeminent in certain businesses. But
one central idea in the ﬁnal version—getting
out of low value-added activities—came only
after a series of discussions over a period of
several months.
Without a sensible vision, a transformation
effort can easily dissolve into a list of confusing and incompatible projects that can take
the organization in the wrong direction or
nowhere at all. Without a sound vision, the
reengineering project in the accounting department, the new 360-degree performance
appraisal from the human resources department, the plant’s quality program, the cultural change project in the sales force will not
add up in a meaningful way.
In failed transformations, you often ﬁnd
plenty of plans, directives, and programs but
no vision. In one case, a company gave out
four-inch-thick notebooks describing its change
effort. In mind-numbing detail, the books
spelled out procedures, goals, methods, and
deadlines. But nowhere was there a clear and
compelling statement of where all this was
leading. Not surprisingly, most of the employees with whom I talked were either confused
or alienated. The big, thick books did not rally
them together or inspire change. In fact, they
probably had just the opposite effect.
In a few of the less successful cases that I
have seen, management had a sense of direction, but it was too complicated or blurry to
be useful. Recently, I asked an executive in a
midsize company to describe his vision and received in return a barely comprehensible 30-
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minute lecture. Buried in his answer were the
basic elements of a sound vision. But they were
buried—deeply.
A useful rule of thumb: If you can’t communicate the vision to someone in ﬁve minutes or
less and get a reaction that signiﬁes both understanding and interest, you are not yet done
with this phase of the transformation process.

Error 4: Undercommunicating the
Vision by a Factor of Ten
I’ve seen three patterns with respect to communication, all very common. In the ﬁrst, a
group actually does develop a pretty good
transformation vision and then proceeds to
communicate it by holding a single meeting or
sending out a single communication. Having
used about 0.0001% of the yearly intracompany communication, the group is startled
when few people seem to understand the new
approach. In the second pattern, the head of
the organization spends a considerable amount
of time making speeches to employee groups,
but most people still don’t get it (not surprising, since vision captures only 0.0005% of the
total yearly communication). In the third pattern, much more effort goes into newsletters
and speeches, but some very visible senior executives still behave in ways that are antithetical to the vision. The net result is that cynicism
among the troops goes up, while belief in the
communication goes down.
Transformation is impossible unless hundreds or thousands of people are willing to
help, often to the point of making short-term
sacriﬁces. Employees will not make sacriﬁces,
even if they are unhappy with the status quo,
unless they believe that useful change is possible. Without credible communication, and a
lot of it, the hearts and minds of the troops are
never captured.
This fourth phase is particularly challenging
if the short-term sacriﬁces include job losses.
Gaining understanding and support is tough
when downsizing is a part of the vision. For
this reason, successful visions usually include
new growth possibilities and the commitment
to treat fairly anyone who is laid off.
Executives who communicate well incorporate messages into their hour-by-hour activities. In a routine discussion about a business
problem, they talk about how proposed solutions ﬁt (or don’t ﬁt) into the bigger picture. In
a regular performance appraisal, they talk
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about how the employee’s behavior helps or
undermines the vision. In a review of a division’s quarterly performance, they talk not
only about the numbers but also about how
the division’s executives are contributing to the
transformation. In a routine Q&A with employees at a company facility, they tie their answers back to renewal goals.
In more successful transformation efforts,
executives use all existing communication
channels to broadcast the vision. They turn
boring, unread company newsletters into lively
articles about the vision. They take ritualistic,
tedious quarterly management meetings and
turn them into exciting discussions of the
transformation. They throw out much of the
company’s generic management education
and replace it with courses that focus on business problems and the new vision. The guiding
principle is simple: Use every possible channel,
especially those that are being wasted on nonessential information.
Perhaps even more important, most of the
executives I have known in successful cases of
major change learn to “walk the talk.” They
consciously attempt to become a living symbol
of the new corporate culture. This is often not
easy. A 60-year-old plant manager who has
spent precious little time over 40 years thinking about customers will not suddenly behave
in a customer-oriented way. But I have witnessed just such a person change, and change a
great deal. In that case, a high level of urgency
helped. The fact that the man was a part of the
guiding coalition and the vision-creation team
also helped. So did all the communication,
which kept reminding him of the desired behavior, and all the feedback from his peers and
subordinates, which helped him see when he
was not engaging in that behavior.
Communication comes in both words and
deeds, and the latter are often the most powerful form. Nothing undermines change more
than behavior by important individuals that is
inconsistent with their words.

Error 5: Not Removing Obstacles to
the New Vision
Successful transformations begin to involve
large numbers of people as the process
progresses. Employees are emboldened to try
new approaches, to develop new ideas, and to
provide leadership. The only constraint is that
the actions ﬁt within the broad parameters of
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the overall vision. The more people involved,
the better the outcome.
To some degree, a guiding coalition empowers others to take action simply by successfully
communicating the new direction. But communication is never sufﬁcient by itself. Renewal also requires the removal of obstacles.
Too often, an employee understands the new
vision and wants to help make it happen, but
an elephant appears to be blocking the path.
In some cases, the elephant is in the person’s
head, and the challenge is to convince the individual that no external obstacle exists. But in
most cases, the blockers are very real.
Sometimes the obstacle is the organizational
structure: Narrow job categories can seriously
undermine efforts to increase productivity
or make it very difﬁcult even to think
about customers. Sometimes compensation
or performance-appraisal systems make people choose between the new vision and their
own self-interest. Perhaps worst of all are bosses
who refuse to change and who make demands
that are inconsistent with the overall effort.
One company began its transformation process with much publicity and actually made
good progress through the fourth phase. Then
the change effort ground to a halt because the
ofﬁcer in charge of the company’s largest division was allowed to undermine most of the
new initiatives. He paid lip service to the process but did not change his behavior or encourage his managers to change. He did not reward
the unconventional ideas called for in the vision. He allowed human resource systems to
remain intact even when they were clearly inconsistent with the new ideals. I think the ofﬁcer’s motives were complex. To some degree,
he did not believe the company needed major
change. To some degree, he felt personally threatened by all the change. To some degree, he was
afraid that he could not produce both change
and the expected operating proﬁt. But despite
the fact that they backed the renewal effort,
the other ofﬁcers did virtually nothing to stop
the one blocker. Again, the reasons were complex. The company had no history of confronting problems like this. Some people were afraid
of the ofﬁcer. The CEO was concerned that he
might lose a talented executive. The net result
was disastrous. Lower-level managers concluded
that senior management had lied to them
about their commitment to renewal, cynicism
grew, and the whole effort collapsed.
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In the ﬁrst half of a transformation, no organization has the momentum, power, or time to
get rid of all obstacles. But the big ones must
be confronted and removed. If the blocker is a
person, it is important that he or she be
treated fairly and in a way that is consistent
with the new vision. Action is essential, both
to empower others and to maintain the credibility of the change effort as a whole.

Error 6: Not Systematically Planning
for, and Creating, Short-Term Wins
Real transformation takes time, and a renewal
effort risks losing momentum if there are no
short-term goals to meet and celebrate. Most
people won’t go on the long march unless they
see compelling evidence in 12 to 24 months
that the journey is producing expected results.
Without short-term wins, too many people
give up or actively join the ranks of those people who have been resisting change.
One to two years into a successful transformation effort, you ﬁnd quality beginning to go
up on certain indices or the decline in net income stopping. You ﬁnd some successful new
product introductions or an upward shift in
market share. You ﬁnd an impressive productivity improvement or a statistically higher customer satisfaction rating. But whatever the
case, the win is unambiguous. The result is not
just a judgment call that can be discounted by
those opposing change.
Creating short-term wins is different from
hoping for short-term wins. The latter is passive, the former active. In a successful transformation, managers actively look for ways to obtain clear performance improvements, establish
goals in the yearly planning system, achieve
the objectives, and reward the people involved
with recognition, promotions, and even money.
For example, the guiding coalition at a U.S.
manufacturing company produced a highly
visible and successful new product introduction about 20 months after the start of its renewal effort. The new product was selected
about six months into the effort because it met
multiple criteria: It could be designed and
launched in a relatively short period, it could
be handled by a small team of people who
were devoted to the new vision, it had upside
potential, and the new product-development
team could operate outside the established departmental structure without practical problems. Little was left to chance, and the win
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boosted the credibility of the renewal process.
Managers often complain about being forced
to produce short-term wins, but I’ve found that
pressure can be a useful element in a change
effort. When it becomes clear to people that
major change will take a long time, urgency
levels can drop. Commitments to produce
short-term wins help keep the urgency level up
and force detailed analytical thinking that can
clarify or revise visions.

Error 7: Declaring Victory Too Soon

After a few years of hard
work, managers may be
tempted to declare
victory with the first
clear performance
improvement. While
celebrating a win is fine,
declaring the war won
can be catastrophic.
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After a few years of hard work, managers may
be tempted to declare victory with the ﬁrst
clear performance improvement. While celebrating a win is ﬁne, declaring the war won
can be catastrophic. Until changes sink deeply
into a company’s culture, a process that can
take ﬁve to ten years, new approaches are fragile and subject to regression.
In the recent past, I have watched a dozen
change efforts operate under the reengineering theme. In all but two cases, victory was declared and the expensive consultants were paid
and thanked when the ﬁrst major project was
completed after two to three years. Within two
more years, the useful changes that had been
introduced slowly disappeared. In two of the
ten cases, it’s hard to ﬁnd any trace of the reengineering work today.
Over the past 20 years, I’ve seen the same
sort of thing happen to huge quality projects,
organizational development efforts, and more.
Typically, the problems start early in the process: The urgency level is not intense enough,
the guiding coalition is not powerful enough,
and the vision is not clear enough. But it is the
premature victory celebration that kills momentum. And then the powerful forces associated with tradition take over.
Ironically, it is often a combination of change
initiators and change resistors that creates the
premature victory celebration. In their enthusiasm over a clear sign of progress, the initiators go overboard. They are then joined by resistors, who are quick to spot any opportunity
to stop change. After the celebration is over,
the resistors point to the victory as a sign that
the war has been won and the troops should
be sent home. Weary troops allow themselves
to be convinced that they won. Once home,
the foot soldiers are reluctant to climb back on
the ships. Soon thereafter, change comes to a
halt, and tradition creeps back in.

Instead of declaring victory, leaders of successful efforts use the credibility afforded by
short-term wins to tackle even bigger problems. They go after systems and structures that
are not consistent with the transformation vision and have not been confronted before.
They pay great attention to who is promoted,
who is hired, and how people are developed.
They include new reengineering projects that
are even bigger in scope than the initial ones.
They understand that renewal efforts take not
months but years. In fact, in one of the most
successful transformations that I have ever
seen, we quantiﬁed the amount of change that
occurred each year over a seven-year period.
On a scale of one (low) to ten (high), year one
received a two, year two a four, year three a
three, year four a seven, year ﬁve an eight, year
six a four, and year seven a two. The peak came
in year ﬁve, fully 36 months after the ﬁrst set
of visible wins.

Error 8: Not Anchoring Changes in
the Corporation’s Culture
In the ﬁnal analysis, change sticks when it becomes “the way we do things around here,”
when it seeps into the bloodstream of the corporate body. Until new behaviors are rooted in
social norms and shared values, they are subject to degradation as soon as the pressure for
change is removed.
Two factors are particularly important in institutionalizing change in corporate culture.
The ﬁrst is a conscious attempt to show people
how the new approaches, behaviors, and attitudes have helped improve performance.
When people are left on their own to make
the connections, they sometimes create very
inaccurate links. For example, because results
improved while charismatic Harry was boss,
the troops link his mostly idiosyncratic style
with those results instead of seeing how their
own improved customer service and productivity were instrumental. Helping people see the
right connections requires communication. Indeed, one company was relentless, and it paid
off enormously. Time was spent at every major
management meeting to discuss why performance was increasing. The company newspaper ran article after article showing how
changes had boosted earnings.
The second factor is taking sufﬁcient time
to make sure that the next generation of top
management really does personify the new
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approach. If the requirements for promotion
don’t change, renewal rarely lasts. One bad
succession decision at the top of an organization can undermine a decade of hard work.
Poor succession decisions are possible when
boards of directors are not an integral part of
the renewal effort. In at least three instances I
have seen, the champion for change was the
retiring executive, and although his successor
was not a resistor, he was not a change champion. Because the boards did not understand
the transformations in any detail, they could
not see that their choices were not good ﬁts.
The retiring executive in one case tried unsuccessfully to talk his board into a less seasoned
candidate who better personiﬁed the transformation. In the other two cases, the CEOs did
not resist the boards’ choices, because they
felt the transformation could not be undone
by their successors. They were wrong. Within
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two years, signs of renewal began to disappear at both companies.

•••
There are still more mistakes that people
make, but these eight are the big ones. I realize
that in a short article everything is made to
sound a bit too simplistic. In reality, even
successful change efforts are messy and full
of surprises. But just as a relatively simple vision is needed to guide people through a
major change, so a vision of the change process can reduce the error rate. And fewer errors can spell the difference between success
and failure.
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Further Reading
ARTICLES
Building Your Company’s Vision
by James C. Collins and Jerry I. Porras
Harvard Business Review
September–October 1996
Product no. 96501
Collins and Porras describe the glue that
holds a change effort together. Great companies have a clear sense of why they exist—
their core ideology—and where they want
to go—their envisioned future. The mechanism for getting there is a BHAG (Big, Hairy,
Audacious Goal), which typically takes 10 to
30 years to accomplish. The company’s business, strategies, and even its culture may
change, but its core ideology remains unchanged. At every step in this long process,
the leader’s key task is to create alignment
with the vision of the company’s future, so
that regardless of the twists and turns in the
journey, the organizational commitment to
the goal remains strong.
Successful Change Programs Begin with
Results
by Robert H. Schaffer and Harvey A. Thomson
Harvard Business Review
January–February 1992
Product no. 92108

To Order
For Harvard Business Review reprints and
subscriptions, call 800-988-0886 or
617-783-7500. Go to www.hbrreprints.org

Although a change initiative is a process, that
doesn’t mean process issues should be the
primary concern. Most corporate change
programs have a negligible impact on operational and financial performance because
management focuses on the activities, not
the results. By contrast, results-driven improvement programs seek to achieve specific, measurable improvements within a
few months.

BOOKS
The Heart of Change: Real-Life Stories of
How People Change Their Organizations
by John P. Kotter and Dan S. Cohen
Harvard Business School Press
2002
Product no. 2549
This book is organized around Kotter’s eightstage change process, and reveals the results
of his research in over 100 organizations in
the midst of large-scale change. Although
most organizations believe that change happens by making people think differently, the
authors say that the key lies more in making
them feel differently. They introduce a new
dynamic—“see-feel-change”—that sparks
and fuels action by showing people potent
reasons for change that charge their emotions. The book offers tips and tools to you
apply to your own organization.
Leading Change
by John P. Kotter
Harvard Business School Press
1996
Product no. 7471
This book expands upon the article about why
transformation efforts fail. Kotter addresses
each of eight major stages of a change initiative in sequence, highlighting the key activities
in each, and providing object lessons about
where companies often go astray.

For customized and quantity orders of
Harvard Business Review article reprints,
call 617-783-7626, or e-mai
customizations@hbsp.harvard.edu
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Overview
Be ready for change
Are you ready for change?
Your competitive advantage is dependent on the speed at which you adapt to change. In today’s markets,
characterized by globalization and technological innovation, you must respond to new opportunities and threats
faster than your competition to survive and prosper.
Managing organizational change is now one of your most critical managerial competencies.
This primer is your introduction to change management. It will help you:
•

identify and diagnose change problems

•

evaluate team and individual leadership strength

•

create compelling visions and strategies

•

build an implementation plan that maximizes commitment and minimizes resistance to change

•

succeed in the ExperienceChange simulation

What is Change Management?
Change management principles will help you create and implement new visions, strategies, and initiatives. Whether
implementing a new technology, promoting a cultural shift, or changing the strategic course of business, change
management principles can help you answer the following questions:
•

Why is change necessary?

•

How must we change?

•

Who should be involved in leading change?

•

What steps should be taken to accomplish change?

•

How should these steps be taken?

Change management is about people. It will help you quickly “unfreeze” old attitudes, values and beliefs and “refreeze”
new attitudes, values and beliefs. (source: Kurt Lewin)

UNFREEZE

CHANGE

REFREEZE

2

UNFREEZE

CHANGE

REFREEZE

By adhering to the principles of change management you will quickly increase the level of commitment and
decrease the level of resistance to change.

ADVOCACY
INCREASING
COMMITMENT

ADOPTION
ACCEPTANCE
AWARENESS
TIME

How to use this Primer
Begin your exploration of change management with this concise primer. It will introduce basic change management
concepts and a strong organizing framework. You will find a brief discussion of each stage in the ExperienceChange
model, a seven-stage process for maximizing commitment and minimizing resistance to organizational change.
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Strong planning practice is critical to change management success. There are many change scenarios that call for
many different responses.
Perhaps increasing competition demands a new focus on retaining existing customers? Or maybe great business
success is causing growing pains?
A strong planning process will help you:
•

understand the need for change to build proactive rather than reactive plans

•

create plans that are supported by key organizational players

Beware of planning challenges
Beware of the following challenges in planning for change.
Internal focus. Internal focus is akin to blindness.
Are you continuously scanning the external environment (markets and competition)? Be vigilant in maintaining
awareness of the external environment so the need for change can be readily identified.
Success syndrome. Success breeds complacency.
Are you complacent? Do you think (even quietly), “that couldn’t happen at our company”? Strive for an objective
appreciation of business issues and double-check dangerous assumptions created by your history of success.
Balanced participation. Shared ownership is powerful.
Is planning a shared responsibility? A participative planning process is critical to change management success.
Although change may be initiated by an individual, key stakeholders must also think through and understand need
for change. In addition, stakeholders must share in the development of vision and strategy. A rigorous and usually
time-consuming process of information sharing and dialogue is necessary to create alignment of the core group. Time
and energy spent in tough meetings with the right people will produce stronger strategies and strong leadership
throughout the organization.

If these challenges are overcome, the change initiative will benefit from a strong vision and strategy backed by a strong,
highly aligned core change team.
Learn more about each stage in the Planning for Change process in the following sections.
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Understand the need for change
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Understand the need for change through continuous environmental scanning and organizational diagnosis.
Anticipate change by keeping a vigilant external-focus. It’s better to be a driver of change than its victim.
The external environment is the constantly changing collection of forces outside the organization that influence
business performance. These forces constrain the organization and define key business opportunities.
The need for change usually originates in the external environment. Today, for example, there is a general recognition
that increased competition and technological change are increasing the power of the customer. Customers now
demand more for less. Leading organizations recognize this important environmental change and have adopted
customer-focused business strategies.
Promote a culture of awareness! All employees should scan continuously for market trends, competitor undertakings,
technological innovations and other external factors to avoid the success syndrome and to encourage proactive
change management.
You can’t change what you don’t understand.
To identify the need for change and build an effective solution you must have a complete understanding of your
organizational environment. Ask yourself, “What about our business is congruent with the demanding, changing
external environment?” and “What is incongruent?”
Organizations are complex systems, comprised of both informal and formal elements. Throughout this primer, we will
refer to “the informal organization” and “the formal organization”. The informal organization refers to organizational
values, attitudes and beliefs. The formal organization refers to organizational systems, structures and processes.
Look to two important sources of information in developing an understanding of your formal and informal
organization:

Data sources
Examine available data in novel ways to develop novel insights.

5

WIDER ORGANIZATION

PLANNING FOR CHANGE

Employees

IMPLEMENTING
CHANGE
Use a variety of techniques, formal and informal,
for collecting information
from employees across the organization
(interviews, surveys, formal assessments, focus groups).
METRICS TO MONITOR
OPERATIONS
employee productivity,
satisfaction, grievance rate,
absenteeism, turnover, etc.
TECHNOLOGY
innovation, technology
adoption, reject rates,
downtime, etc.

FINANCIAL
revenues, costs, profits,
inventory turns, etc.
MARKET
market share, customer
satisfaction, new product
introductions, time-to-market,
product or service quality,
delivery, etc.

In understanding the need for change and in building an effective solution beware of the following traps:
Beware of your own biases
You are not immune from the success syndrome and other cultural biases. Take extra care to examine the problem
objectively.
Look for fundamental problems hidden beneath symptoms
Increasing costs, for example, may be a symptom of inefficiencies in workflow, poor quality or dysfunctional work
teams. Although fundamental problems will never be as apparent as symptoms, you must dig to the root of
problems in order to generate effective resolutions.
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Enlist a core change team
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Take
action.

Don’t expect to take on the entire world by yourself. Change agents
never act alone.
After you understand the need for change, enlist the support of a
core team of powerful stakeholders. You will work with this team to
develop a shared vision and strategy that will be rolled out to the
entire organization. (source: David Nadler)
If change starts with a champion or change agent, what
characteristics does that leader require to be successful?

CHANGE
AGENT
CORE TEAM

WIDER ORGANIZATION

When establishing change leadership, look for people who meet
the fundamental qualities of good leaders:

PLANNING FOR CHANGE

Motivating

IMPLEMENTING CHANGE

Strong leaders energize their audiences through enthusiasm and
confidence in success.

METRICS TO MONITOR

OPERATIONS
employee productivity,
Strong leaders have an ability to create and communicate compellingsatisfaction,
visions. grievance rate,
absenteeism, turnover, etc.

Visioning

Empowering

TECHNOLOGY
innovation, technology
Strong leaders interact with people in a supportive and empathetic manner.
adoption, reject rates,
downtime, etc.

Managing

FINANCIAL
revenues, costs, profits,
inventory turns, etc.
MARKET
market share, customer
satisfaction, new product
introductions, time-to-market,
product or service quality,
delivery, etc.

Strong leaders plan and execute well.
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Before you build a strong core team, map stakeholder resistance and support. People, departments or organizational
units can be classified in accordance with their receptivity to change:

20%

60%

10%

10%

RESISTERS

BYSTANDERS

HELPERS

CHAMPIONS

stakeholders
that disrupt
change

stakeholders
with a neutral
attitude towards
change

stakeholders
that encourage
change

stakeholders
that lead
change

There is often a predictable distribution of people between the four classifications, with a predominance of
bystanders in most organizations. Focus your change effort on bystanders - often the toughest to identify and
mobilize - to generate a critical mass of support.
Powerful resisters can derail a change effort. Nevertheless, all key stakeholders, including resisters, should be given
the benefit of the doubt and provided with an opportunity to understand and support the change. Resisters often
have valuable things to say and can provide a critical perspective on the issues. If anything, seek to “bring your
enemies closer” by engaging them honestly in the process.
After diagnosing the problem and mapping resistance and support, select and build a core change team composed
of key stakeholders. This powerful group will be instrumental in developing the change vision and strategy.
Select individuals to your team based on the following characteristics (source: John Kotter):
Position power
Enlist people with power derived from formal reporting relationships and their ability to secure resources.
Participation and support from the executive team can enable great progress. Conversely, if those with position
power are not co-opted, they remain powerful unknowns with the power to block progress towards change.
Expertise
Enlist people with knowledge of the relevant subject matter. By recruiting experts, the team will make better, more
credible decisions.
Credibility
Enlist people with a proven record in important organizational accomplishments.
Leadership Skill
Enlist people with the ability to motivate, vision and empower.
Management Skill
Enlist people who can plan and execute.
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Develop vision and strategy
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Does the concept of vision make you roll your eyes? Does the mere mention of the word make you fear incessant
probing into your “deepest values” and “true feelings”? Unfortunately, the concept of vision has been diluted by
misuse.
Despite its negative associations, you must create a strong vision to manage change successfully.
A vision is a description of a desired end state. It is a foundation for new strategies and initiatives. It will support your
change initiative and help you defend new strategies and tactics. It will help people adjust to change because it
provides guidance and coherence in turbulent times.
Be sure your new vision has the following characteristics (source: John Kotter):
Tangible
It has imaginable, concrete attributes. It should convey a clear picture of the future state.
Desirable
It appeals to employees, customers and other important stakeholders. You’ll benefit by helping people answer the
top-of-mind question, “What’s in it for me?”
Feasible and Flexible
The vision must be attainable. In early years, stated goals should leave room for initiative and alternative responses.
Focused
The vision should address fundamental challenges and not the peripheral.
Simple
The vision should be simple enough to explain in five minutes or less.
If vision describes where you want to go, strategy describes how you will get there.
Strategies provide a framework to guide day-to-day operational decisions. A strategy is more detailed than a vision,
dealing with issues such as market definition, product/service definition, commitment to certain systems, structures
and processes and competitive differentiation.
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Develop a good strategic process to develop good strategies. Ensure your strategic process has the following attributes:
Participative
The experience, knowledge and judgement of key individuals must be utilized.
Rigorous
Multiple, comprehensive options should be brought up and debated.
Open
Open dialogue on difficult or worrisome issues should be encouraged.

Engage Organization
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Implementation is your most difficult challenge. Building management alignment on new visions and strategies is an
easy task when compared to creating broader organizational alignment.
Your implementation success will depend on the steps you take to help affected employees connect with the new
strategic direction and understand their new role.
Motivate change by communicating a sense of urgency and explain the change thoroughly before any action is
taken. You will only succeed if you are patient. People must first understand why change must occur before they are
expected to adopt change.
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Create a sense of urgency
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Don’t underestimate the challenge of breaking employees from their comfortable ways.
Employees crave the security associated with the status quo and tend to discount the significance of new corporate
initiatives borne high in the managerial ranks.
Motivate change by creating a sense of urgency. Help employees at all levels understand the business and personal
consequences associated with the status quo. By broadly communicating information that shows a potent external
threat, you can overcome barriers to acceptance and motivate change.
You must make this effort in earnest. Most change programs fail at the outset because of a failure to properly
communicate the urgency of circumstances. Over 75% of people in a company should be convinced that businessas-usual is totally unacceptable before executing the remainder of the change program.
Use a variety of tactics to create a sense of urgency:
•

Share competitive information

•

Share financial information

•

Organize site visits

•

Organize town halls

•

Organize behavioural interventions (seminars, workshops)
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Communicate the vision
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Soon after a sense of urgency pervades the organization but before any action is taken to change systems, structures
and processes, communicate the vision to affected employees.
The vision provides a guiding path and a framework for understanding all ensuing change. It will assist employees by
promoting clarity despite organizational instability.
When communicating the vision, ensure:
Repetition
Do not explain the vision at one meeting and expect a sufficient employee response. Repeat the vision constantly to
help fearful and confused employees understand it and recognize its significance. Use symbols and slogans as aids.
Consistency in Message
Ensure consistency in all corporate communication. More importantly, your actions must always be consistent with
the espoused vision. Walk the talk.
Consistency across Channels
Use a variety of communication channels to broadcast the vision. Use traditional communication vehicles
(newsletters, Internet, meetings) and advanced communication channels (behavioural interventions, education and
training). Don’t overlook chances for one-on-one lobbying.
Connectivity
Craft your message to help employees see “the big picture”, including what will be the same and what will be
different. Create job-specific communications to help employees see how they can help achieve the vision and how
they will benefit.
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Take action
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After laying the foundation for action by following the first five stages of the ExperienceChange model you are ready
to execute. Take steps to align the formal organization (systems, structures and processes) with the new vision and
strategy.
Systems are organizational processes that support the day-to-day operations. There are many systems in a modern
organization.
Align systems with the new vision and strategy. Key systems to target include:
Recruitment Systems
The process for hiring new employees (sources and criteria) must promote the attraction and retention of needed
employees.
Training Systems
Training systems should stress competencies that support the new vision and strategy. Give employees the tools to
succeed.
Performance Appraisal and Reward Systems
Legacy appraisal and reward systems are often inappropriate. Take action to reward new desired behaviour.
Align structures with the new vision and strategy.
Structures are the set of formal arrangements in an organization that define roles and relationships. New visions and
strategies commonly demand new structures.
In aligning structures with the new vision and strategy consider:
Filling key positions with the right people
Select strong, execution oriented, individuals to key positions to ensure successful execution. Also, fill key positions
with known supporters to send a strong message about commitment to change. If persistent resistance continues
from key stakeholders, now is the time to move and remove those roadblocks.
Shifting power between units
Be prepared to address resistance resulting from changes to structure which often raise the prominence of some
units while decreasing the prominence of others .
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Integration
Promote integration of functional units. Implement integrative mechanisms, such as cross-functional project teams,
to promote cross-functional communication and collaboration.
Processes are sets of sequenced activities that produce an output. They define how products become produced, how
services get delivered and how information is distributed and used. Process change often involves the introduction of
new technology.
When aligning processes, consider:
The technology trap
New technology does not solve problems on its own but, rather, supports integrated change initiatives that begin
with new visions and strategies.
Training
Be sure to support new processes with technical training if required.

Consolidate gains
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By the time organizations reach the Consolidate Gains stage, the change program has been alive in the organization
for some time. Employee stress at this stage is caused less from uncertainty and more from burnout. Employees
struggle to maintain motivation despite workload demands caused by the implementation of large projects and the
learning of new skills.
At this stage you must work hard to maintain the momentum of the change effort through proper pacing.
Plan for quick wins
Start small. Maintain momentum by celebrating the attainment of realistic short-term objectives before setting
tougher goals.
Follow quick wins with new targets
Change implementation should continue until the entire organization is aligned around the new vision and strategy:
every system, structure and process must be aligned. Don’t celebrate quick wins as absolute victories. Rather, use
them to set up the next- more difficult-round of implementation projects.
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Are You Ready For Change?
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You are now familiar with the seven stage ExperienceChange model. Use it to develop a change plan that maximizes
commitment and minimizes resistance to change.
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GlobalTech: Client Brief
GlobalTech is a leader in the design and development of mobile sensing technologies for the military market. With the
military market stagnating, leadership has recognized, but failed to capitalize on, exciting new growth opportunities in
the commercial market.

Market Snapshot
Mobile sensing devices are handheld technologies designed to scan the local environment for geological, meteorological and/or biological signals. The ability for a mobile device to, for example, quickly and accurately detect dangerous chemical and radioactive materials is a need that is highly valued in the military market. In the military market,
GlobalTech’s mobile sensing device is widely considered the gold standard with a reputation for outstanding durability
and accuracy.
Market Growth Rate
Price / unit (avg)

Military

Commercial

-4%

27%

$25,000

$2,500

Military

Commercial

Market Share
GlobalTech

87%

6%

SatEye

3%

30%

NavisionTech

4%

40%

Others

6%

24%

The power and pervasiveness of mobile technology has opened up opportunities for sensing devices in the commercial
sector. Effectively shutout of the military market by GlobalTech, competitors have seized on new industrial and medical
diagnostic applications. Despite boasting superior technology that can detect a wider range of chemical signatures,
50M
GlobalTech
has struggled to match their success. GlobalTech’s leadership believes that competitors are succeeding in

this market
by “packaging basic technology with nice looking consoles and slick interfaces.”
40M
30M

Financial Snapshot
20M

10M

Two years
ago, GlobalTech lost $2.1M, its first loss since the year it was founded. Last year, GlobalTech lost a further
0
5 years ago

3 years ago

Last year

$4.5M. This situation
has
forced the company into a series of cost-cutting measures including layoffs and budget cuts.
Revenue
Expenses + COGS
Forecasts for next year were unavailable at the time of this report’s preparation.
50M

5 years ago

3 years ago

Last year

Revenue

40,500

32,100

28,500

-

Cost of Goods

18,225

14,766

12,825

-

Operating Expenses

14,400

13,734

20,175

Operating Income

7,875

3,600

-4,500

$ in thousands (000’s)

40M

30M

20M

10M

0

5 years ago
Revenue

3 years ago

Last year

Expenses + COGS
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Key Profiles
GlobalTech’s 25-year journey from start-up to 250 employees has involved several transitions. The most significant step
was an early shift from a technology parts supplier to a higher value designer of its own products. The following are brief
profiles of key stakeholders.

Maurice Gagnon, Chair of Board

Catherine Lalonde, VP Sales & Marketing

Founded GlobalTech 25 years ago and

Newest member of leadership team.

currently has 60% equity stake. Self-de-

Brought in from software industry with

scribed “operator” who “ran a tight ship”.

mandate to build strong team and de-

Retired. No longer actively involved in

velop key distribution channels in com-

day-to-day operations.

mercial market.

Brian Johnson, President & CEO

Scott Bell, VP R&D

Joined 15 years ago and currently has

Industry-recognized scientist with many

40% equity stake. Responsible for the

patents and current head of R&D.

R&D capability. Joined as a research
scientist after first 10 years and brought
several valuable patents and an R&D capability. Responsible for shift to higher
value military market.
Jennifer Smith, VP Technology

Robert Brown, Union Rep.

Accomplished engineer and product

Manufacturing technician who success-

manager originally hired to head up the

fully unionized plant eight years ago.

R&D department, recently promoted to

Benefited at the time from confusion sur-

new VP Technology role with mandate

rounding the leadership transition from

to better integrate R&D, Marketing and

Gagnon to Johnson.

Manufacturing activities.

MAURICE GAGNON
Chair of Board
BRIAN JOHNSON
President & CEO
JENNIFER SMITH
VP - Technology

SCOTT BELL
VP - R & D

CATHERINE LALONDE
VP - Sales & Marketing

RICHARD WRIGHT
VP - Manufacturing

GUY TREMBLAY
VP - Human Resources

CHERYL STEWART
VP - Finance

GANESH SETH
Technology Manager

ROGER THOMAS
Military Sales

RALPHY JONES
Line Supervisor

ANN PRICE
HR Manager

FRED WILLIAMS
Accounting Staff

JAMES CLARKE
Commercial Dev.

SAM SETO
Commercial Sales

JANE COWAN
Quality Assurance

GINNY LEE
Military Dev.

JOHN SIMONS
Marketing Manager

ROBERT BROWN
Union Rep.
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Interview Notes: Executives
Maurice Gagnon
Chair of Board

Brian Johnson
President & CEO

Jennifer Smith
VP Technology
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Interview Notes: Human Resources and Finance
Guy Tremblay
VP Human Resources

Cheryl Stewart
VP Finance

Ann Price
HR Manager

Fred Wiliams
Accounting Staff
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Interview Notes: Marketing
Cathy Lalonde
VP Sales & Marketing

John Simons
Marketing Manager

Roger Thomas
Military Sales

Sam Seto
Commercial Sales
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Interview Notes: Manufacturing
Richard Wright
VP Manufacturing

Ralphy Jones
Line Supervisor

Jane Cowan
Quality Assurance

Rob Brown
Union Representative
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Interview Notes: Research & Development
Scott Bell
VP Research & Development

Ganesh Seth
Technology Manager

Ginny Lee
Military Development

James Clarke
Commercial Development
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Tactics List (1 of 5)

Appoint Core Change Team *

Benchmarking

Entire Organization | 3 weeks | $40,000

Managers | 2 weeks | $2,000

Build a project team to lead and coordinate the
change process.

Arrange for senior managers to tour several
local organizations who have been successful
commercializing new technologies.

Briefing on Vision and Strategy

Celebrate Successes

Managers | 1 week | $2,000

Entire Organization | 1 week | $2,500

Bring in managers and directors for an extensive
briefing on the vision and strategy. Be prepared to
answer their questions.

Plan for a product-launch celebration rewarding
the members of the New Product Development
team for the launch of a new product.

CEO Gives Upbeat Speech

Competitive

Entire Organization | 0.5 weeks | $500

Entire Organization | 2 weeks | $2,000

Have Johnson tell employees not to worry and
that if teams don’t work in the near future, the
company will explore another structure to achieve
its goals.

Develop and execute a formal program to share
competitive information within the Company.
The program would include prepared documents
to be circulated and departmental meetings for
discussion.

Competitive and Financial

Constant Repetition of Vision

Managers | 0.5 weeks | $1,000

Entire Organization | 2 weeks | $5,000

Prepare and deliver an extensive briefing to all
managers on the competitive landscape and the
company’s current financial situation.

Plan for constant repetition of vision using
multiple methods. Appoint a core change team
member to oversee all communications to ensure
consistency.

Core Change Team Presentations

Cost Rationalization

Entire Organization | 2 weeks | $5,000

Entire Organization | 4 weeks | $5,000

Make presentations at the departmental level
regarding the discussions taking place within
the core change team meetings. Outline the
challenges facing the company and the chosen
vision and strategy.

Save costs by selling the corporate art
collection and leasing excess office space in the
administration building.

Prepared for Avery 5371 business card template.
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Tactics List (2 of 5)

Departmental Liaison Team

Departmental Q&A Sessions

Several Departments | 6 weeks | $60,000

Entire Organization | 3 weeks | $5,000

Ask John Simons to set up and lead a pilot
project team to improve the co-ordination and
communication between Marketing and R&D. The
team would be comprised of all managers in the
two departments as well as Jennifer Smith.

Q&A sessions in each department to discuss
competitive and financial information. These
sessions are led by Johnson, the Change Agent
and the appropriate core change team members.

Develop Training Infrastructure

Develop Vision and Strategy *

Entire Organization | 4 weeks | $30,000

Entire Organization | 5 weeks | $15,000

Ask HR to identify and develop individuals from
each department to promote and support teams
training.

Develop the new vision and strategy.

Disaster Scenario Video

Downsize Company

Entire Organization | 4 weeks | $20,000

Entire Organization | 7 weeks | $90,000

Contract a communications company to create
a 15-minute video to show what may happen
should the company continue business as usual.
The video ends with an explanation of the new
vision and strategy.

In order to save costs and generate much needed
profitability, cut the workforce of each department
by a set amount.

Financial

Fire an Individual *

Entire Organization | 2.5 weeks | $5,000

Specific Employee | 2 weeks | $40,000

Develop and execute a formal program to share
financial information within the company. The
program would include prepared documents
for circulation and discussion at departmental
meetings with Q&A support from the Finance
department.

Fire a persistent resister. Bring in some ‘new blood’
to take over the resister’s role.

Focus Group Interviews

Hire a Lobbyist

Managers | 3 weeks | $20,000

Managers | 6 weeks | $35,000

Commission focus group interviews with
customers and present results to the senior
managers.

Hire a government lobbyist to advance
GlobalTech’s interests at the Department of
Defense.

Prepared for Avery 5371 business card template.
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Tactics List (3 of 5)

Identify Change Agent *

Identify Problem *

Specific Employee | 1 week | $1,000

Managers | 2 weeks | $20,000

Appoint an individual to guide or champion the
change initiative.

Identify the core problem or problem(s) underlying
the need for change.

ISO 9000 Certification

Large Group Intervention

Entire Organization | 6 weeks | $50,000

Entire Organization | 12 weeks | $125,000

Implement a training program geared towards
qualifying the company for ISO 9000 certification
(ISO 9000 is a set of standards for quality
management systems).

Plan a conference-style event for the entire
organization featuring broad communication
tactics, team-based experiential exercises and
change readiness training.

Management Information System

New Product Development Team

Entire Organization | 3 weeks | $75,000

Several Departments | 2 weeks | $5,000

Introduce a new information system throughout
the company that will enable Finance to better
track performance.

Ask James Clarke to establish a New Product
Development Team for commercial products
with contribution from R&D, Marketing and
Manufacturing. The team would include James
Clarke, Sam Seto, Ganesh Seth, Cathy Lalonde,
Richard Wright and Jennifer Smith.

Outline Changes and Challenges

Product Improvement Team

Entire Organization | 0.5 weeks | $500

Several Departments | 6 weeks | $60,000

Have Johnson outline to employees what will
remain the same as well as what is likely to change.

Ask Sam Seto to set up and lead a cross-functional
product improvement team focused on the next
commercial product release. Team will include
Seto as well as Jennifer Smith, James Clarke, John
Simons, Ganesh Seth and Jane Cowan.

Professional Objectives

Publicize Team Successes

Managers | 0.5 weeks | $500

Established Teams | 0.5 weeks | $500

Have Johnson meet one-on-one with every senior
manager and team leader to set objectives relating
to the change initiatives for the next year.

Publicize team successes in meeting targets.

Prepared for Avery 5371 business card template.
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Tactics List (4 of 5)

Quality Improvement Seminar

Reassuring Announcement

Managers | 2 weeks | $20,000

Entire Organization | 0.5 weeks | $500

Provide training for managers and supervisors in
quality management and its relationship to teams.

Have Johnson reassure everyone that things are
going well and that markets are expected to
improve in the future.

Reengineer Company

Restructure Company Into Teams

Entire Organization | 7 weeks | $80,000

Entire Organization | 7 weeks | $90,000

Introduce
reengineering
to
streamline
departmental processes and save costs.

Move beyond pilot and project specific teams
and roll out teams across the organization where
appropriate. Have the Change Agent and HR set a
clear mandate and parameters.

Restructure Compensation

Review Structure

Entire Organization | 4 weeks | $50,000

Entire Organization | 3 weeks | $5,000

Change the compensation structure to base
some compensation on team performance for
appropriate situations.

Review structure for other co-ordination or
improvement needs.

Reward Individual Efforts

Set New Commercial Targets

Individuals | 1 week | $10,000

Entire Organization | 1 week | $1,000

Reward and publicly recognize those individuals
who have produced the desired changes.

Set new stretch targets for next year’s commercial
market products in terms of quality and cost.

Stakeholder Mapping *

Suggestion Program

Entire Organization | 2 weeks | $10,000

Entire Organization | 4 weeks | $30,000

Map resistance and support
stakeholders in the company.

Prepared for Avery 5371 business card template.
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Set up a suggestion program through which
everyone can submit ideas about the direction
and vision of the company.
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Tactics List (5 of 5)

Team Mentoring

Team Pilot Project

Established Teams | 2 weeks | $5,000

Manufacturing | 4 weeks | $30,000

Get the core change team members, HR advisors,
or other skilled team players to mentor and/or
train new teams.

Ask the head of Manufacturing to set up and lead
a team focused on department improvements as
a pilot project. Have the Change Agent help to set
a clear mandate and parameters.

Team Site Visits

Teams Training

Established Teams | 1.5 weeks | $5,000

Entire Organization | 3 weeks | $20,000

Encourage new teams to visit other sites that have
increased quality, design, and/or decreased costs
through the use of teams.

Educate the organization about teams, their
benefits and team dynamics.

Walk the Floor
Entire Organization | 3 weeks | $20,000
Speak with a cross-section of the front-line
workforce to gain a better understanding of their
day-to-day challenges and concerns.

Prepared for Avery 5371 business card template.
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Brian Johnson, President
The Solution
What’s not in the cards is a radical organization shakeup.
Too costly. What we need is ad hoc, maybe even semipermanent teams, working across departments. But they
have to have real decision-making powers in order to affect the bottom-line.
Thoughts on Teams
Teams can break down walls between departments and
force us to communicate. And if that happens, everyone
should have a solid understanding of just how desperate
our situation is.
Obstacles to Change
Company History
I’m proud that the ideas I had and hard work I put in paid
off. We’re global and we’ve avoided the trap of just being
local.
Consultants
Having you here is an admission that I’ve failed. I should’ve
moved us to a commercial focus. I couldn’t.
The Problem
We have exceptional departmental strength: got cuttingedge R&D, high-quality Manufacturing, and recently,
Sales and Marketing has improved. But our biggest
liability? Communication between the teams. And when
that doesn’t work, all hell breaks loose.

The union. Brown has everyone convinced we’re swimming in cash and that the only reason I brought you in
was to get concessions in the next round of negotiations
in four months. Yeah, Rob Brown is the single greatest
threat to our future.
Supporters of Change
Jennifer Smith is my strongest ally. She’s the only other
person who can see the big picture. That’s why I got her
out of R&D and created the Executive VP Technology role.
Your Future Plans
Before I retire I’m going to make damn certain we’re not
in crisis and everyone knows GlobalTech has a great
future. And we do.
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Jennifer Smith, VP Technology
The Problem
I could go on and on about this but here it is in a nutshell. R&D is designing what Manufacturing can’t build
and what the customer doesn’t want. Classic. Everybody is isolated from everybody else. Even where they’re
located adds to the problem – each in their own building,
heads down, doing what they think is best. So it’s easy for
departments to get caught up in their own importance
and lose sight of the big picture.
The Solution

Your Role
Here’s what Brian, Brian Johnson, told me when he created the position: one, develop quality products quickly so
the pipeline is full and two, integrate the efforts of R&D,
Marketing, and Manufacturing. What do I really do? Mediate fire-fights between the departments. Sad but true.
Your Background
I was lured to GlobalTech by Brian three years ago to
head up R&D. He wanted someone with business savvy
to move that group to a more commercial focus. That’s
more or less what happened.
Thoughts on Teams
My experience in R&D has taught me that teams are
crucial to development. And in the past few months,
I’ve become more passionate about how teams, crossfunctional teams, are critical to our success. If we can
get them to work, I can stop fire-fighting and do what I
should be doing.

It sounds simpler than it is, I know that. But we have to get
people face-to-face communicating and solving problems that matter. Yes, departmental teams and crossfunctional teams. Teams work. But to do that we have do
a comprehensive re-think of how we’re organized here.
Management Team
Would I call us a team? In the past. Maybe. Now we have
weekly management meetings that are so tense all people do is report and run.
Obstacles to Change
If you ask Brian, he says it’s the union: Rob Brown in particular. In the years I’ve been here I’ve seen some pretty
nasty stuff go down. It’s more complex than just that. I’m
not sure we have the support of the senior managers.
We’re not all on the same page.
Departmental Relations
Here’s what it’s come to in the past few months: I’m like a
“special envoy” going back and forth between Marketing
and Manufacturing because they won’t sit face-to-face to
get resolution. I know, I know, it sounds crazy.
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Maurice Gagnon, Chair of Board
Company’s New Direction
The market forced us. We had no choice. But we should
be doing better. We’ve got good people, great people.
Dedicated. Smart. And second-to-none technology. We
should be a market leader.
Consultants
Are you going to be able to help us? A few years ago
we spent six figures to have someone come in to tell us
time on our own watch. We need more action and fewer
reports.
Company History

Management Team
To say I’m a bit worried would be a big understatement.
We’re not there. The management team, it’s not, not
gelling. Frankly? I’m a bit disappointed in how Brian is
handling things and so the team wanders. Not focused
like they should be. Well not focused the way I think they
should be. Maybe I should take a more active role in the
day-to-day running of the company.
The Problem
Credit where credit is due. The company has grown
since Brian took over the presidency. We’ve had great
prosperity. But I’m afraid it has left us soft and so when
changes need to be made we can’t or won’t do them.
Probably a bit of both. We’ve got good talent here. He
should be pushing them more, expect more. You expect
more, you get more. And on his cost containment
initiatives … I’m there. I think it’s the right thing to do.

When I founded the company we were a small electronics assembly operation, 5, 6 employees. I hired Brian for
his technical know-how and now we’re global. There are
lots who would like to have our problems.
The Solution
We should’ve created a commercial products division
years ago. So let’s do it now, do it right, and see it as an
investment. With two divisions – commercial, military –
they could each have their own autonomy and work to
be leaders in their own market.
Your Role
I’ve been watching from the sidelines since I was President and CEO. I was content to do that as long as Brian
was growing the business. But lately …?
Obstacles to Change
Brian has to deal with the unions. I’m glad it’s him and
not me. Rob Brown is a real thorn in our side. The unions
create a lot of noise anytime we have to make a change.
Give me a secure job but please don’t make me change.
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Guy Tremblay, VP Human Resources
Management Team
Everyone at the table is talented and can make outstanding contributions. But we all talk by each other and argue
about what doesn’t matter. So there’s no alignment. I’m
not saying this as a judgement; but we’re missing opportunities. Tons.
HR Department

The Challenge Ahead
We’ve all been under some stress lately. Who isn’t though?
It just means that people might not like what they see
coming for us. I’m with Brian on this; we need some fresh,
unbiased perspectives around here. Good luck.
Thoughts on Teams
Cross-functional teams have got to be the way we work
in the future; so we get more collaboration. Teams need
to help us with the complexity we face and get buy-in on
the decisions we make.
The Problem
Problems not problem. Take your pick: Marketing, Manufacturing, R&D, Johnson, Smith. Everybody’s got their
own opinions. And the blame-placing is counterproductive. If we put that much energy into the customer, we’d
own the market.

We were 12 and now we are three. Cutbacks. Like everyone else we were expected to contribute to cost-containment efforts. But no one has cut back on what they
expect from HR. People still want us to do Learning and
Development, Employee Engagement, Succession Planning, and so on. What we can do is the transactional stuff
of HR. That’s it.
Your Role
I’m the chief negotiator so I’m prepping for the next
round of labor talks in a few months. Brian Johnson is
a reasonable guy on an individual basis and so is Rob
Brown. But put them together in the same room and the
sparks fly. It might take a while but eventually we’ll get a
deal done.
Obstacles to Change
There’s not one person who’s a problem. Everybody has
strong ideas, biases, opinions. That’s a good thing. But
there’s no glue holding us together, no mission, no vision,
and so everyone is just protecting their own turf. We’re
just people being people.
The Solution
We should integrate the teams with something like a matrix structure. That would allow us to focus on individual
products as well as on functional structures. I think we
could do it. We have bright people here.
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Anne Price, HR Manager
GlobalTech’s New Direction
I get it; focus on commercial. And you get it. But the people working in the plant, they don’t. They see change and
they want to know why. So they ask me. “You’re in HR, you
should know.” I know some things, but not the details. So
when information is not shared by managers, they listen
to the union. I’m just saying.
The Union
In HR we have a healthy relationship with the union: because Guy works there. There’re a few hassles, there is
anywhere, but we work through it.
The Problem
Your Role
I oversee hiring, firing, compensation, performance management, and … that’s it. No, I forgot. I organize a few
training programs, not many, and anything else Guy asks
me to do. That’s enough.
Response to Cutbacks
Well, we now outsource payroll and training, and if you
ask me, and I know nobody has, it’s not such a good idea.
It’s not a bad idea but it’s not a good idea either. When
you outsource training, it makes it easy to cut and that
has a huge effect on employee morale.
Budget Cuts
Some say we’re getting ‘leaner and meaner.” Meaner for
sure. And that has a negative effect on employees because they think we’re all about cutting … and they
know where that leads.

Morale is a huge problem. People aren’t involved in the
problem solving or the planning so they think that nobody cares and if they don’t care why should I care. But
really people just want to help if they can. We have to
find a way to mine that group gold. Guy says that: group
gold. Cute.
The Solution
Go to the front-line and involve them in the decisionmaking process. The person in the boat with you is not
going to bore a hole in it. Engagement, that’s it. Better
engagement.
Training Programs
A few years ago, we had a commitment to training. Not
now. We’re not investing in the future and that scares me
but we need to build a competent and committed group
of employees in order to succeed. Does that make sense?
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Cheryl Stewart, VP Finance
Finance Department
There are three staff to handle routine, transactional tasks.
I focus on the numbers and trends and look for where
costs might be spiraling out of control. When I find that, I
try to do something about it.
The Solution
We do a lot of things right – like redefining ourselves
as a commercial player. And Marketing has reorganized
around product lines. All good. The best thing to do now
is to sit tight and wait for these initiatives take hold. I
know, tough to do when revenue’s dropping.
The Challenge Ahead
Commercial Market
Before entering the commercial market, we did extensive
research which told us that superior technology would
make us a premium producer with margins 25% higher
than our competitors. However, what we learned is that
users value features such as ease of use and aesthetics,
which makes our competitors’ products more popular.
Military vs. Commercial
Military markets offer bigger margins because they reward research and development; commercial margins
reward only development.
The Problem
There is no single problem in this company; there are a
series of compounding problems. First of all, R&D and
Marketing aren’t communicating. Second, Manufacturing has failed to address the cost issues, despite my efforts. They have to change their mindset from quality at
all cost to quality at a set cost.

While we’re not doing great, there are some positive
signs. Decisions made to expire most of our long-term
debt have helped. And cost-cutting has happened too,
otherwise we would be facing much tougher times. We
are not sitting on a pile of cash anymore and so the banks
are hesitant to extend our operational financing until
they see a more certain future for us.
Management Team
Brian is now finally paying attention to the warnings I’ve
been giving in the last two years about shrinking margins
and lower revenues. In the past our voice wasn’t heard.
But now R&D, Marketing, and Manufacturing are giving
us the attention we deserve.
Financial Situation
I figure at the current production and cost levels, we can
operate for another 18 months, max. And if we wait for
tougher cost controls, it will be too late to save ourselves.
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Fred Williams, Accounting Staff
Finance Department
We collect and report financial performance. We’re small
… small in size and in our ability to influence. But lately
with the company’s poor financials, we’ve had a seat at
the table and a chance to demonstrate our value.
Financial Situation
Cheryl and I are on the same page on this one. Given
our current expense and income trends, we’ve got 24
months, at most. That’s right, 24 months.
Military vs. Commercial

Your Role
I manage receivables and accounts payable. And ever
since our cash flow tightened, I’ve been aggressive, really
aggressive, with receivables and I’ve stretched out payables. You’re right, I’m not making too many friends.
The Problem
We have weak information systems. In this place information is like gold; we hoard it and build power bases out of
it. I don’t even know if people in Manufacturing, R&D, or
Marketing even know the spot we’re in.
The Solution
My boss, Cheryl, likes to sit tight. But I prefer a more
aggressive approach. I think if we made even a modest
investment in an MIS system to track something as
simple as real-time costs, we’d see a significant payback
in two years.

Either we make a complete transition to developing and
manufacturing world-class commercial products or we
turn out the lights.
Influential Personnel
The head of R&D has always exerted a great deal of
influence here. Scott Bell is no exception. Brian Johnson,
the CEO, has a lot of formal power and Jennifer Smith’s
influence is because of her position, expertise, and her
ability to connect.
Budget Cuts
Last year, we made some pretty major budget cuts. Without doing that, we’d be in deeper trouble than we are
now. The budget cuts are a positive thing because they
have made departments identify and eliminate waste.
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Cathy Lalonde, VP Sales & Marketing
The Problem
Our biggest problem? Biggest? Hmmm. The R&D department in general and Scott Bell in particular. They have a
big ‘R’, little ‘d’ focus. The commercial market needs us to
be small ‘r’ and big ‘D’. That’s where our future is.
Commercial Market
Our current commercial customers are extreme users.
They want the most technologically advanced product
on the market (which ours is) and they will put up with
quirky interfaces (which we have) and they don’t care if it
looks ugly (which many of our products do). But the extreme users are a small segment. What we have doesn’t
cut it for the majority of commercial users.
Marketing Department
My first priority when I arrived at GlobalTech was reorganizing Marketing along product lines: Commercial as
well as Military. We finished doing that three months ago.
We’re still experiencing growing pains. Fingers crossed
we’ll get past it and see the opportunities that are there.
Military vs. Commercial
We’ve been an R&D-driven company. That’s been a result
of our history of developing state-of-the-art technology
for the military market. Today’s opportunities are not the
same as we move to the commercial space and develop
aesthetic and user-friendly features that customers value.
Department Relations
In a word, not good. Two words actually. We have a confrontational relationship with many departments. Especially R&D. They’ve experienced cutbacks; we haven’t.
We’ve hired a lot of young and talented people lately
and I think they resent it. And they hate hearing from a
30-something that their product isn’t cutting it.

Competitors
They’re smart. They’ve mimicked our technology and
repackaged it for the commercial market. We still have
a significant technological advantage but our two major competitors have designed sexy products with many
new features being added all the time. Many of those features we’ve suggested to R&D and … nothing.
Obstacles to Change
Scott Bell. He’s old school, not used to the commercial
landscape … which is where we have to be if we’re going to survive. His perception is that the military market
is stable and they give us the opportunity to do basic research, which he loves.
Your Future Plans
If we don’t get a big shakeup in the next few months, I’m
going to respond more positively to the calls I’m getting
from recruiters and go elsewhere. I like the company, believe in its potential, but …
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Roger Thomas, Military Sales
The Problem
R&D does what they think is best.
The Solution
You know as well as I do; change takes time. This is no
different. Marketing and Sales have done the right thing
and we just need a minute to settle in to the new way …
and then sales should start to pick up. But if Scott keeps
working against the move to commercialization, the R&D
team will do the same. Someone’s got to get Scott in line.
Military Market

Marketing Department
I’m the veteran on the sales team. Have you seen some
of the new hires? They’re barely old enough to drive, let
alone negotiate contracts. But who am I to say? Lalonde
has a plan and the kids are ambitious.
Your Role
I’m the key military sales guy. It’s not glamorous but I’ve
won and kept dozens of military contracts, which isn’t
easy when our side of the business is slowing down. But
hey, I’m still working here and the relationships I’ve built
still matter.

The truth is we can get the odd military contract these
days – more often than not, upgrades to existing products. In the past few years, they’ve kept us afloat. But the
military market isn’t going to improve anytime soon. At
this stage in the product lifecycle the technological improvements are incremental, not significant.
Cathy Lalonde
She’s doing a good job, sure. Values my input; that counts.
I’d say she’s liked, not well liked, but liked.
Your Future Plans
Time is running out for me. I’m no longer at the top on
the sales team. Look around, things are changing here.

Departmental Relations
Here’s how it used to work. I’d win the contract and turn
it over to R&D who would deal directly with the customer
and they’d do all the yadda-yadda on technical issues. We
were support for R&D. Today, we deal with the customer
and then translate what’s been said for R&D. You guessed
it: R&D doesn’t like it. They say it’s like shaking hands with
gloves on.
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Sam Seto, Commercial Sales
Management Team
I don’t have line of sight to that but they’re acting more
like a high-tech company. There’s a sense of urgency,
almost borderline panic. Which is good, don’t get me
wrong … as long as everybody gets it.
Commercial Customers
In the commercial space, we’ve got the early adopters,
techies who love technology and don’t care how friendly
it is. With a new product release, they’re the first in line.
Unfortunately they’re a small share of the commercial
market.
Marketing Department
GlobalTech’s New Direction
It was a great play to shift from a territory focus to a product focus. Kudos to Cathy for that. I can better understand
and focus on my segment this way. You know I’m in the
commercial space? Okay I didn’t know what you knew.
About 90% of the technology is the same. It’s the segment which is different. You get to know it and it’s way
easier. Opportunity analysis is just one example.
Cathy Lalonde
In the last year, you can tell who’s in charge. She gets
pressure from Johnson, she’s got new people in new
roles and she stepped up. Cathy motivates, ask anybody
on the team. Everybody’s working hard, engagement’s
good and that’s not easy to get when the rest of the company is running around like a headless chicken.

We’re turning it around. We’ve got the right structure to
deal with the overall market, so I hope you’re not planning to touch that, know what I mean?
Commercial Market
They’re a bunch of users who are tech-dependent and
love to have sexy products but they aren’t tech-savvy.
They’re a tough sell for us. They value appearance, ease of
use, the kind of stuff our competitors have but we don’t.
We could learn from them.
The Solution
Make R&D more accountable to the rest of the business.
Listening to us in Sales and Marketing is a good start.
When R&D’s on board, Manufacturing will follow. What
I’m saying is that it has to be a total team effort.

R&D Department
The engineers in R&D, who develop new products and
features, they work in a cocoon. Almost arrogant. They
don’t have a clue that they’re missing the mark.
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John Simons, Marketing Manager
Commercial Market
The commercial market is the only hope for growth: in
particular, the potential in the medical sector. I hope we
are around when that market starts to take off.
Marketing Department
Sales and Marketing, that’s one of the bright spots here.
Brian Johnson made a great decision in hiring Catherine
Lalonde. She looks toward the future and she also provides our team with the direction we need.
R&D Department

The Problem
I communicate new market information, new opportunities, and areas of interest to both the military and the
commercial sector. I think we do a good job, but that’s
just me. However, for the rest of the company, the frequency and the quality of that communication, there’s
lots of room for improvement.
The Solution
If communication is the problem, then obviously we have
to bring people in to talk. For starters, I would suggest
organizing a corporate retreat for all senior and middle
managers. I’ve had success with that in the past.
Your Role
I own three core responsibilities. One, I provide market
support for the military and commercial groups; two, I
coordinate resources for marketing activities like advertising and promotion; and three, I keep my eyes open for
new opportunities.

I hate to have to admit it, but it’s a real mess over there.
There seems to be a power struggle between commercial
and military. They find it tough to ‘play well with others’…
like Marketing … like Manufacturing … like Finance.
Military vs. Commercial
The potential growth in the military market is limited;
commercial is still in the early stages of growth. Yes, we
lag the competitors in the commercial side but we have
an excellent opportunity to redefine ourselves in a potentially huge market.
Roger Thomas and Sam Seto
Roger has had a long and successful career here, but he
knows that the military market is limited. The younger
members of the team on the commercial side draw on
his experience … people like Sam. He’s committed, he’s
driven and he’s essential to our commercial success.
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Scott Bell, VP R&D
The Problem
The management team. We used to get together, argue
and toss ideas around. But five months ago Johnson
blows a fuse about the company’s flagging performance
and now we come to meetings and nod our heads. So
the solution being floated is cross-functional teams. If we
can’t get things done as a management team how are
cross-functional teams going to work?
The Solution

Your Motivation
I like new ideas and pushing the limits of technology. And
I like the fact that my name’s on over a dozen patents
from the work I’ve done here. This place has cutting edge
technology and I like to think I’ve had a hand in it.
Thoughts on Teams
Teams aren’t new. We’ve had teams since day 1. Look,
you can’t run a research department without teams. Is
that team-based management? I guess. Marketing could
learn a lot from us. If they could market our products half
as well as we develop them, we wouldn’t be in the mess
we’re in.
Leadership Team
Here are the facts. Johnson and Smith have cut my
research budget this year by 30%. That’s right: 30. The
only real competitive advantage we have is our cuttingedge technology and they suck out 30%. And the kicker?
The guys in the lab blame me.

The ultimate cross-functional team in any company is the
leadership team. That’s the group with the expertise and
the big picture view. But at best our leadership team is a
reporting team: here’s what we’ve done, here’s what we
are doing next month, here’s what we’re going to cut. So
the first job is to get the leadership team back on track.
The Challenge Ahead
It’s not complicated. There are only a couple of people
holding us back. Get them in or get them out and things
will improve. Of course, I’ll do anything I can to help.
GlobalTech’s New Direction
I’ve been here since the get-go and we’ve made it through
tough times. But then we had a vision and a commitment
to excellence in research. Smith wants to change that. So
I’m not overly optimistic about where we’re going.
Consultants
When Brian announced he was bringing you guys in, all I
could think about was we’re doing cuts and we’re spending
money on consultants. Really. But maybe we need a third
party who can be objective and help Brian and Jennifer
realize the value of our technology asset. So welcome.
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Ganesh Seth, Technology Manager
The Problem
I’ve seen two people, Brian Johnson and Jennifer Smith,
both former heads of R&D and both respected colleagues at the time, leave R&D and then turn around and
slash our budgets. What choice do we have except to
protect our own?
The Solution
Don’t cut budgets. We are on the verge of some incredible innovations that will give us a real competitive edge.
Competitors

Your Role
I work with the researchers in the lab. They come to me
with their ideas and suggestions and I build business
cases. From there, resources are allocated.
Scott Bell
For over 10 years, Scott and I have worked closely together; in fact we even have a couple of joint research
projects under way. Scott has done a lot for this lab and
is doing his best to ensure that R&D doesn’t get jerked
around.
Allocating Resources
Just before Jennifer Smith left R&D, she brought in two
design engineers into the department to work on a commercial research project. In my role, I reassigned those
engineers to ‘Genesis’ … an exciting new basic research
project.

We really don’t have competition in the military market.
Commercial is more competitive. But that is more of a
Marketing issue. They don’t know how to position and
sell our technology as a competitive advantage.
Budget Cuts
Our scientists are giving us a lot of flak. Some good longterm projects have lost their funding. I’ve tried to be fair
to everyone in the lab and make sure we have a balanced
product pipeline.
Commercial Development
We are addressing some of the issues that Marketing
thinks we have. James Clarke works around the clock on
it. And we have moved significant resources into commercial product development, including a few of our
best engineers.
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James Clarke, Commercial Development
R&D Department
I came to GlobalTech because it had a reputation for developing great engineers. And when I get here I discover
they really develop scientists. It makes a lot of people
feel good but I’m not sure it’s good for the company. We
should be spending more time in development than
research.
The Problem
We have strong personalities here and carefully guarded
turf. Know what I mean? In the past, R&D’s challenge was
to exceed military design specs. But now the dynamics
have changed and the rest of the organization doesn’t
know how to work with us.
Your Role
Lead Commercial Developer is a position created by Jennifer Smith, 6 months ago, before she was promoted out
of R&D. She knew that Marketing’s requirements were
not making it into the products we were designing. I’ve
been working closely with Jennifer to bridge that gap.
Departmental Relations
It used to be that Marketing’s requests were laughed off
the table. Some were outrageous I can’t argue with that.
But slowly we’ve come to agreements on how the products should look and function so the friction with Marketing is decreasing, slowly. And we’re bringing Manufacturing to the table so we know what is doable.
Commercial Market
Our newest commercial product is due out in six months.
That’s our first real attempt to integrate Marketing’s ideas
into R&D. So, we’ll see. The toughest part is always getting resources and support in this department. Not many
people like doing commercial development work. And
that gets complicated by Scott who wants to approve
every change and then we’re fighting for every dollar. It
bogs everything down.

Budget Cuts
Johnson’s cuts are killing us. We are supposed to be making a transition to commercial but the resources aren’t
there to help us do that. And then Scott Bell makes sure
that his projects are financed first, so I’m left to fight for
scraps to feed commercial development.
Thoughts on Teams
Teams are the right thing to do. We need to find some
way to work with Marketing and Manufacturing so that
we can communicate problems and ideas more … effectively, I guess. The challenge is we’re bringing three different cultures to the table. We haven’t been very good at
that. No, we’ve failed miserably at it.
Scott Bell
Scott’s a hell of a scientist, but not much of a manager.
When Jennifer moved to be VP Technology I was surprised that Brian appointed Scott to be the VP of R&D.
Don’t get me wrong; I’d want Scott on my development
team any day: but not running it.
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Ginny Lee, Military Development
R&D Department
Where would GlobalTech be today without its military
focus? Nowhere. We are technological leaders because
of R&D and its focus on the military market. Don’t lose
sight of that.
The Solution
Think about when we were successful. When sales focused on the military market. Single focus, single passion.
We need to get back to that.
Commercial Development

Your Role
I’m the military development project leader. I spend a lot
of time on ‘administrative’ tasks and I try to spend a few
days a week in the lab with hands-on work.
The Problem
Here’s the math. In the past, 100% of our resources were
dedicated to the military. Now we have 80% of what we
had across two product lines. So, less development money for more products. That’s going to lead to disaster in
the long run.
Marketing Department
We introduce a new generation product every two years,
despite budget cuts. I get it, that’s our job. Marketing has
all the money but military sales keep falling. You’re experts; you tell me what’s going on.

I’ve got two issues there. First, they have several of my
best people. Second, both military and commercial
within R&D are fighting for the same resources. Just think
about what that does to a team.
Military Development
Product performance is improving and we’re going to be
able to reduce the product’s size and weight. Big challenge to do that, but it’s possible. For once, Marketing is a
bunch of happy campers.
Your Future Plans
I’m proud of the work that we do here and I would like to
stay. It’s challenging and cutting edge, all the stuff that
will make us world class. Yes, I have headhunters calling.
I’ve got marketable skills. But I’m still here.
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Richard Wright, VP Manufacturing
The Problem
We’ve lost our focus, you know, doing what we do best.
We were the best damn military contractor out there. Still
are. If we stuck to that, we’d be smaller, but we’d still be
around in 10 years.
The Union

Departmental Relations
Scott’s bright, nobody argues that, but a bit stubborn
which maybe he has to be or maybe it’s what happens
when you’re bright, I don’t know. He’s dedicated and
wants the best for the company though. No dancing; you
know where he stands. Catherine Lalonde, not so much.
Corporate. Political. Turned a lot of people off when she
came because she gave the impression she knew better.
Manufacturing Department
All the people on the floor are craftsmen. Yeah, all of
them. They pay close attention to detail and they’re
proud of their work which is how you get quality; which
is why Manufacturing is a competitive advantage.
Thoughts on Teams
Formal teams? Like the ones Jennifer Smith is proposing?
I’m wary. In Manufacturing, things are running smoothly
so why fix something that isn’t broken?

Rob Brown and I have had the odd ‘disagreement’ but
we respect each other which goes a long way. Rob and
Johnson? Totally different. There are lots of theories about
why but they’re just theories. Truth is, Johnson has done
a lot to improve working conditions and so has Rob, I’ll
give him that. So why do the employees keep a union?
The uncertainty around here. They believe the union will
help keep their jobs.
Commercial Market
Marketing has a bunch of ideas how to make the commercial products more appealing: different colors, cases,
displays, you name it. They don’t realize how all this variation can affect production standards, no – quality – how
it can affect quality.
Manufacturing Process
The process is linear. We run the product in batches
with changeovers every two, three days. We do those
changeovers at night to minimize production downtime.
Quality is our priority so we build it into the manufacturing
process and of course we have inspection points along
the way.
The Solution
We were doing just fine before we had this new commercial focus. Maybe we should, and this is just the way
I’m thinking, be looking harder at other types of military
contracts.
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Ralphy Jones, Line Supervisor
The Union
Brown has stirred up the pot and now people think they
are going to lose their jobs. And then you guys turn up.
You’re not making it easier. Look, when you get right
down to it, Rob’s not a bad guy. He just wants to make
sure GlobalTech to stay in business. And who doesn’t?
And compared to what I’ve heard about some union
shops, we’re doing okay … trouble-free … mostly.
Manufacturing Department
The guys here are pretty good. There are a few whiners,
there always are. But we get along. They know I’ve been
here from the beginning and I want to retire here just like
they do. They get that.
Your Role
I’m the head super … I make sure things get done the
way they’re supposed to.
The Problem
I’m one of Gagnon’s nine original employees. So when
you’ve been around as long as I have a lot of problems
come and go. Now? Right now it’s R&D fighting with
Sales and Marketing. In this corner in blue trunks it’s …
and in this corner in pink it’s …
Thoughts on Teams
Won’t work. Not on the floor. People here, they like what
they got. We keep our heads down and get quality work
out the back door on time. Is there more?

Employee Morale
Okay, ten years ago it was better. Or maybe it wasn’t, maybe my memory is faulty. All I know is that people are nervous. Whenever they hear a rumor about one problem or
another, noise starts to happen. And when Jennifer Smith
comes around, the noise gets louder. It all affects morale.
Your Future Plans
Gagnon and I go back a long way. So I’m going to finish
here and then I’m going to play golf.
Consultants
Everybody has to make a buck. Last time we had consultants in here we ended up with bowling teams. That
lasted about three months. I still got the T-shirt: Paradigm
Shifters. Oh yeah.
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Jane Cowan, Quality Assurance
Departmental Relations
At one time, we designed a handful of systems. Easy to
manage, easy to get quality. As we scaled up, quality suffered. So Richard Wright, Brian Johnson (who was then
head of R&D) and myself got together and developed a
process where R&D designed for ‘ease-of-manufacture.’
And we supervised from newly installed inspection stations. Today, we build quality right into the process.
Quality Focus

Your Role
We’ve got a reputation for quality in the marketplace. I
protect it. And improve it, of course.
Manufacturing Department
We aren’t to set up to handle all the product variation that
the commercial market requires. Right now when sales
in commercial are relatively low, our defect rate is close
to 4%. What’s going to happen when volumes pick up?
The Problem
As Marketing forces more product variation, product
quality becomes tougher to maintain. Supervisors are
spending more time addressing quality problems than
ever before … which means production slowdowns …
which means more overtime … which increases costs …
which means thin margins. It’s a vicious spiral. We either
have to lower quality standards or organize the manufacturing process differently.

Here, quality refers to accuracy (which is the sensitivity
of our sensor technology) and durability (think about
how much abuse the product can take before failure).
The trick is holding our commercial products to the same
standards as our military products.
The Solution
Two things: more inspectors and more training on quality
for employees. Do the training, reject rates fall and the savings pays for additional inspectors and quality improves.
Quality Situation
Product variation requires inspectors to be super-attentive. Given the variation of the product mix, my team is
understaffed and overworked. We catch a lot, but not
enough.
Quality Standards
We have to build quality right into the products, so we
are developing a closer working relationship with R&D to
report quality issues to them and to work at root causes
to get better designs. This feedback loop is helping us
maintain the quality standards we have.
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Rob Brown, Union Representative
The Solution
We should be doing two things in parallel: we need
someone in power who understands the trade agreements. And at the company level, we have to make some
concessions. Not popular, I know. If we make some small
sacrifices, we can get that security. Of course we’ll only
do that if we’re convinced there’s a brighter future in front
of us.
Worker Profile

The Union
We’ve been representing GlobalTech’s manufacturing
employees for, well going on 12 years. Yes, 12 this fall.
We’ve made a lot of progress in that time: wages and
benefits are now on par with similar operations. And the
conditions in the plant have improved since the days of
Maurice Gagnon. There’s still a lot of work to do, but this
place is an excellent example of how the union can benefit both the workers and the company.
Contract Negotiations
I’m hearing talk about how uncertain the future is. It’s a
tough job market, even if you’re skilled, so no one wants
to lose their job. It’s no secret that job security is going to
be a key issue the next time we’re at the table three, four
months from now.
The Problem
Globalization and trade agreements make it tough for a
place like this to be competitive. We’re here because we
are scrappy and we’re smart. But the odds are stacked
against us.

It’s diverse, both in terms of ethnic background and
skill sets. The union represents technicians, machine
operators, and product inspectors in manufacturing …
so there’s a lot of skill and experience for the company
to draw on.
Leadership Team
Johnson’s hardly ever in the plant, maybe once a week, if
that. I wouldn’t run a company that way. Jennifer Smith
takes up the slack though. We see quite a bit of her…
in Richard Wright’s office. Wright’s not a bad guy. He’s
worked his way up from the floor.
Brian Johnson
We did get along until I pushed for a union years ago.
He had just been appointed President and he saw
certification of the union as a personal challenge to
his leadership. It’s always about ego. Truth? Gagnon’s
worse. He’s got a management style from the 40s so the
certification process was messy and damaged a lot of
friendships. Most of the wounds have healed but when
it comes to contract negotiation time, people remember
those battles.
Management Relations
The HR Director, Guy … Guy Tremblay, is the chief negotiator in name only. He’s there so Johnson doesn’t have
to deal with me across the table. Guy’s okay. We both just
do what we have to do. Know what I mean? This’ll be a
tough round of negotiations. But I have full support of the
membership and we will strike if we have to.
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